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The
Write
Stuff

Send meaningfuI
messages with

thoughtfut hotiday cards

BY SHELLEY SEALE

' hen it comes to
sending holiday cards,
many people simply
sign a name, stamp

an envelope and ship it off. But the
holidays are all about connecting, and
one way to do that is by taking a bit of
time to create a personal card.

"Handmade cards and handwritten
notes are a true expression oflove,"
says John Reburn, printmaker
and owner ofAppalachia Press in
Roanoke, Va. While snail mail has
been losing the battle against easier
(and faster) electronic communication
for some time now, Reburn, who
creates letterpress items using a

centuries-old tradition, thinks that
putting pen to card is more important
than ever.

"The power of handwriting is now
an art," he says. "Our words, written
by hand, have become a gift. The time
it takes to make or select a card is not
unnoticed."

Indeed, most
ofus hold on to
a card for a long
time - even a
lifetime.
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"One's true personality and
creativity comes through with a

handmade card," says etiquette
expert, author and speaker Jacqueline
Whitmore. "lt shows that the sender
took the time to make a unique, one-
of-a-kind card for the recipient."

Lydia Fiedler, a community
manager at Splitcoaststampers,
a Web-based community for paper
crafters, sends out about 200

handcrafted cards each year.

"it's like giving 200 people a

gift, which would be financially
impossible. Social media bombards
you with fleeting contact, whereas
the simple chemistry of paper and ink
create a tangible gesture ofkindness
and a slower pace the world is
missing.";r
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START EARLY
Make sure you plan

your recipient list and
accumulate supplies in
plenty of time to avoid
the stress of a time
crunch.

PUT TOGETHER A
CARD-MAKING KIT

Colorful pens, designed
paper, stickers, rubber
stamps, ribbons and other
embellishments are all
simple tools that can be
used to create beautiful
cards. These can all be
bought at craft and art
supply stores, online or
even your local grocery or
drugstore.

MAKE IT A
GROUP EFFORT

Lydia Fiedler, a

community manager at
Splitcoaststampers, says

the only thing more fun
than making your own
cards is doing so with
friends. She teaches card-
making classes; such
classes can be found in
communities around
the country. Reach out
to friends to see who
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WHERE TO BEGIN?
Our exoerts share oointers and advice on how to

craft the perfed, personal holiday card

is interested. Fiedler
also suggests searching
meetup.com for groups
in your area. "You can
make pretty things and
forge friendships in the
process."

KEEP IT SIMPLE
The beginning

cardmaker should
focus on uncomplicated
designs with one central
image, combined with a

message she loves. Keep

the details clean, precise
and easy to duplicate.
"Some of the cutest
holiday cards i've seen
have tiny but impactful
images with a simple
sentiment," Fiedler notes.
"The most important
element of any card
you make is the kind
gesture that's behind it,
so have fun and use what
appeals to you."

TAILOR THE CARD
According to John

Reburn ofAppalachia
Press, an ideal card is one
that is designed according
to the personality and
likes ofits recipient.
"Sometimes it helps to
find a quote, message or

$eeting that fits the mood;
these ideas will gel into a

fuli-fledged concept." Begin
with a sketch, then build
your card based on that.

DON'T FORGET THE
THANK.YOU

The perfect opportunity
for your own card
creations lies in the gifts
you receive - how about
sending a handwritten
card or letter of thanks?
Proper etiquette affirms
that thank-you cards
will never go out of sty1e.

As modern manners
expert Lydia Ramsey
says, etiquette is not
about rules - it's about
relationships.

"Nothing will build or
enhance a relationship
as effectively as the
handwritten letter or
note," she says, adding
that it takes little time or
effort if you're organized.
Ramsey recommends
keeping supplies and
stamps close at hand, and
to use a good pen. Why
detract from such an effort
with an inferior one?

"Thank-you notes are

a lost art," Fiedler adds.
"You can reaIIy stretch
your investment in your
paper crafting supplies by
using holiday images for
cute thank-you notes. ...

Extending that feeling of
gatitude we have at that
time of year is a great
way to use your
crafting skills."
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THE FINE PRINT

Don't have time to
completely create
your own cards from
scratch? Turn to a

small letterpress
company for fresh,
on-trend alternatives
to traditional cards,
says Debbie Swan
o{ Hammerpress
Letterpress and Design
Studio in Kansas City,
Mo. "While supporling
the creative community,
you can find the perfect
card to engage your
loved one on a more
personal level."

Appalachia Press
$4 to $4.50 per card
appalachiapress.com

Hammerpress
Letterpress and
Design Studio

$4 to $5.50 per card
hammerpress.net

Night Owl
Paper Goods

$6 to $6.50 per wooden
card; $14.50 to $1 6.50

per box of 1 0 paper cards
ni g htow I p a pe rg o od s. co m

Rifle Paper Company
Garland Hunter

Custom illustrated cards
of your family stalt at

$360 for 25 cards
riflepaperco.com


